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	Have your gruntz, both pairz, go by the RSz (rolling snowballz). Don't bother with the coin in the northern pit, it'z fake. Then go towardz the east. To get by the swordz, attract one, then move around him by using the spikez. Don't worry if you get hit. Get all the gruntz by the pyramidz. Have a grunt go through the arrow maze. Save now and then, the timing here is the toughest in the level. When the grunt triggerz the switch, have all of your gruntz go get the kegz of cola. Have a grunt go to the bubbly tar pit. At the end, go all the way to the edge and step one tile south to get a shovel. Go join the rest of the gruntz. Have shovelz pick up the invincibility, make sure the RS in the channel is in place that you do not have to wait for it. Go kill the swordz near the holez. Have a barehand cross the bridge after shovelz fillz in a hole. Have him go through the green/red pyramidz maze. There is a pair of gauntletz hidden in the huge patch of treez, careful, they are on a toggling bridge tile. Once you have the gauntletz, go towardz the other smaller patch of treez, it'z a staircase. In the area full of RSz there are many hidden rockz containing coinz, there is also a warp lettter hidden in an igloo. Do not go after the rock past the arrowz. Then go through the wormhole to join the other gruntz. Get the roidz and kill the sword grunt that attacked your gruntz, then gang up on the last one, do not get any grunt killed. Go through the arrowz. get both spongegunz and the "W" in the very corner. Have shovelz dig any holez in the forested sectionz on both sidez. Have a grunt go near the lower RS between this area. Step on the cross arrow have a spongegun shoot him onto either of the sidez with the blue switchez. Then shoot him to the other side. Then the grunt getz out. You may have noticed that you have dug up a secret switch in one of the holez, don't step on it. Have gauntletz go to the long strip of forest along the northern edge of the map, along with shovelz. Break the rock at the enterance into the thicket. Go through to the other side, have shovelz fill in any holez you come across. Have a grunt step on the secret switch. Go grab the "A". Then go back. Ignore the stairz leading to the arrow maze. Have a spongegun shoot shovelz over the tar pit edge to the coin. Then have shovelz rejin the group through the wormhole. Send gauntletz and shovelz back to the RSz area. Go into the arrowz. There is one path that leadz to the hidden rock, avoid it. Have shovelz fill in a hole that'z above the purple sword. Gauntletz breakz the rock and getz the coin. One of the 6 switchez near the big arrow maze togglez the two-way arrow that letz shovelz get out of the arrowz. Leave gauntletz in the arrowz. Have shovelz go join the spongegunz. Get shovelz to the space where he can fill in the hole near the diagonal pyramidz, then dig it up to get a coin. It'z the hole closest to the 6 switchez. You will need to shoot him onto arrowz to get there. Then have a spongegun help him get shot into the very corner, where you pick up the "R". Now have all the gruntz go through the maze to get the warpstone. Advance warpstone as far as you can without getting attacked. Remember gauntletz? Have him attack the top sword. Warpstonez goes by the lower sword, which hitz him. Make sure you can survive the attack! Then have warpstonez go into the fort. 


